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We produce personalized porcelain
pool coating materials in Turkey’s

newest and most modern production facilities.

The design you want, in the amount you want, when you want it…

 www.serapool.com



Inspired by nature, Natural Series…

Nature has been an important source of inspiration in all its elements, holding a very important place in human life since 
ancient times. Serapool Porcelain, reflecting the value it gives to innovation, diversity and nature in its products, is starting 

a brand new era in pools with the Natural Series, which transforms nature into art based on this inspiration. 

Serapool Porcelain brings a natural look to pools with its Natural Series, and brings nature to your garden with its colors 
and texture. Offering personalized designs with its wide range of products, Natural Series draws attention with its natural 
appearance as well as being healthy and environmentally friendly. 

Integrating its structural and visual features with nature, Natural Serie items offers users rich options in terms of pattern, color 
and surface texture. Ensuring 100% hygiene with its 100% porcelain content, the environmentally friendly Natural Series offers 
what comes from nature back to nature with all its naturalness.
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100% Porcelain Pool Tiles

33x66 cmOM3366

Olcay Mix F01

Olcay Mix-F04

Olcay Mix-F07

Olcay Mix-F05

Olcay Mix-F08

Olcay Mix-F06

Olcay Mix-F09

Olcay Mix-F02 Olcay Mix-F03

Kirman Arycanda De Luxe Resort
Alanya / Antalya

*20% price difference will be 
added in face selections.

OM3366OM3333OM1010OM55 OM165165

117€/m² 101€/m² 75€/m² 65/m² 55€/m²
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Olcay Mix
Beauty from nature...

Attracting attention with its colors and texture, Olcay Mix almost becomes a part of the natural environment 

with its design fully compatible with nature. This product, dominated by green and earthy tones, creates a 

relaxing and balancing comfort in the pool. Products that integrate with nature with their natural color transitions 

invite you to the pool with their unique patterns and visual appeal. You can immerse yourself in a natural, clean 

and safe pool thanks to Olcay Mix products, where you will feel that you are much more intertwined with nature.
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33x66 cmVG3366

Verde Guatemala-F01

Verde Guatemala-F04

Verde Guatemala-F07

Verde Guatemala-F05

Verde Guatemala-F08

Verde Guatemala-F06

Verde Guatemala-F09

Verde Guatemala-F02 Verde Guatemala-F03

Villa Project
Ula / Muğla

100% Porcelain Pool Tiles

*20% price difference will be 
added in face selections.

OM3366OM3333OM1010OM55 OM165165

117€/m² 101€/m² 75€/m² 65/m² 55€/m²
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Verde Guatemala
Fascinating Green...

Verde Guatemala, which combines light and dark green colors with black shaded tones, gives pools a 

fascinating look. Verde Guatemala, which gives people positive energy and peace with its green colors, 

reflects all these positive emotions to the pool in the best way. The green color, which symbolizes revival, makes 

you feel more fit and healthy with its regenerative energy. Using Verde Guatemala products, which make you feel 

peaceful and vigorous with their colors, in your pool will help you get rid of the tiredness of the day and relax.
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33x66 cmOC3366

Oceano-F01

Oceano-F04

Oceano-F07

Oceano-F05

Oceano-F08

Oceano-F06

Oceano-F09

Oceano-F02 Oceano-F03

Villa Project
Büyükçekmece / İstanbul

100% Porcelain Pool Tiles

*20% price difference will be 
added in face selections.

OM3366OM3333OM1010OM55 OM165165

117€/m² 101€/m² 75€/m² 65/m² 55€/m²
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Oceano leaves the usual design practices behind with the ocean breeze it brings to the pools. Oceano models 

help you purify you from all negativities by relaxing your body, soul and mind like an ocean therapy. Arousing 

a feeling of happiness and peace in the person entering the pool, Oceano opens your heart with its light tones 

with Oceano white and blue transitions. Reflecting the purifying effect of water on pools, the products create 

spaces that will relax your soul with their natural tones. With Oceano, which brings a different breath to the pools 

with its unique design and texture, you will feel the freshness of the ocean in your pool.

Ocean Breeze...

Oceano
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33x66 cmAG3366

Antique Grey-F01

Antique Grey-F04

Antique Grey-F07

Antique Grey-F05

Antique Grey-F08

Antique Grey-F06

Antique Grey-F09

Antique Grey-F02 Antique Grey-F03

Villa Project
Göcek / Muğla

100% Porcelain Pool Tiles

*20% price difference will be 
added in face selections.

OM3366OM3333OM1010OM55 OM165165

117€/m² 101€/m² 75€/m² 65/m² 55€/m²
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Adding a magnificent ambiance to pools with its elegant lines, Antique Grey is the choice of those who want 

to capture a natural atmosphere in their pools. The products, which give the pools a soft appearance with 

their relaxing and calming effect, reinforce the naturalness with the natural stone texture on the surface and nine 

different tone transitions. Antique Grey, which symbolizes simplicity and nobility with the energy of grey that 

provides a soothing and relaxing effect, displays a plain appearance in pools. Products that blend the colors of 

nature in an aesthetic way, combine natural forms with a modern style.

Ancient Elegance...

Antique Grey
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33x66 cmFZ3366

Firuze Mix-F01

Firuze Mix-F04

Firuze Mix-F07

Firuze Mix-F05

Firuze Mix-F08

Firuze Mix-F06

Firuze Mix-F09

Firuze Mix-F02 Firuze Mix-F03

Villa Project
Alaçatı / İzmir

100% Porcelain Pool Tiles

*20% price difference will be 
added in face selections.

OM3366OM3333OM1010OM55 OM165165

117€/m² 101€/m² 75€/m² 65/m² 55€/m²
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Firuze, which is accepted as the color of balance because it contains the blue of the sky and the green of the 

earth, adds an aesthetic appearance to the pools and positively affects your mental and physical health. Firuze 

Mix, which has varying colors from sky blue to greenish blue, has alternative options in different textures. Carrying 

the colors of sincerity and happiness, Firuze Mix also reflects the relaxing power of water to the pools. With Firuze 

Mix, which spreads the peace and calmness of blue and the vitality of green, stress and fatigue disappear.

Turquoise Coolness...

Firuze Mix
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33x66 cmBB3366

Blue Bead-F01

Blue Bead-F04

Blue Bead-F07

Blue Bead-F05

Blue Bead-F08

Blue Bead-F06

Blue Bead-F09

Blue Bead-F02 Blue Bead-F03

Premier Nergis Beach Hotel
Marmaris / Muğla

100% Porcelain Pool Tiles

*20% price difference will be 
added in face selections.

OM3366OM3333OM1010OM55 OM165165

117€/m² 101€/m² 75€/m² 65/m² 55€/m²
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The energy of the color blue, which brings harmony, serenity and relaxation to our lives, is carried to the pools 

with Blue Bead. These products, which contain the most beautiful tones of blue, the color of the sky, infinity 

and silence, create a sense of calmness and relaxation for the person entering the pool. Adding an eye-catching 

touch to pools with its modern lines and blue glow, Blue Bead makes you feel more free from blue to light blue. 

With Blue Bead products, where you will feel the relaxing power of water in your pools, calmness surrounds you 

with the peace of transparent blue waters.

Blue bead...

Blue Bead
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33x66 cmMA3366

Marin-F01

Marin-F04

Marin-F07

Marin-F05

Marin-F08

Marin-F06

Marin-F09

Marin-F02 Marin-F03

Kirman Calyptus Resort & Spa
Manavgat / Antalya

100% Porcelain Pool Tiles

*20% price difference will be 
added in face selections.

OM3366OM3333OM1010OM55 OM165165

117€/m² 101€/m² 75€/m² 65/m² 55€/m²
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Porcelain tiles that we produce in the Marin concept with their special texture and blue colors bring the feeling of 

coolness of the sea to the pools. Marin models, which give peace with their blue and clear colors, add elegance 

to pools with their modern design and light blue combinations. Marin porcelain tiles, which have different color 

transitions from sea color to light sky blue, bring a unique ambiance to pools with their unique texture. Enjoying 

the pool becomes insatiable with these blue colored tiles, which reinforce the feelings of serenity and calmness. 

Blue energy also provides physical and spiritual relaxation in people by having a meditative effect in the pools.

Blue sparkle...

Marin
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33x66 cmSW3366

Snow White-F01

Snow White-F04

Snow White-F07

Snow White-F05

Snow White-F08

Snow White-F06

Snow White-F09

Snow White-F02 Snow White-F03

Villa Project
Ortaköy / Muğla

100% Porcelain Pool Tiles

*20% price difference will be 
added in face selections.

OM3366OM3333OM1010OM55 OM165165

117€/m² 101€/m² 75€/m² 65/m² 55€/m²
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Snow White, which takes its inspiration from the perfect patterns of nature and its texture from the elegance of 

marble, creates refined and sparkling spaces with its eye-catching design. A candidate to be indispensable 

for stylish pools, Snow White adds dynamism to pools with contemporary touches. These white products, which 

symbolize cleanliness and healing, are indispensable for all times with their natural appearance. Products that 

carry all the emotions that white makes us feel, such as brightness, freshness, and refreshing effect to the pools, 

also contribute to inner purification with the power of white color.

Snow white...

Snow White
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33x66 cmAB3366

Antique Beige-F01

Antique Beige-F04

Antique Beige-F07

Antique Beige-F05

Antique Beige-F08

Antique Beige-F06

Antique Beige-F09

Antique Beige-F02 Antique Beige-F03

Villa Project
Bodrum / Muğla

100% Porcelain Pool Tiles

*20% price difference will be 
added in face selections.

OM3366OM3333OM1010OM55 OM165165

117€/m² 101€/m² 75€/m² 65/m² 55€/m²
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Antique Beige, which appears as the color of nobility and elegance with its harmony with other colors and 

the feeling of spaciousness it adds to the environment in which it is used, brings calmness and peace to 

the pools. Being one of the lightest shades of natural colors, beige is composed of a mixture of earthy brown 

and pure white, reflecting the calm and calming effect of nature on the pools. Resembling natural stone with its 

eye-catching and original lines, the pools offer a modern and heartwarming atmosphere with Antique Beige in-

pool tiles. You can reveal your own style with Antique Beige, which is the choice of those who want to catch the 

simplicity and naturalness in their pool.

Rock beige...

Antique Beige
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33x66 cmSU3366

Sukabumi-F01

Sukabumi-F02

Villa Project
Çamyuva / Antalya

100% Porcelain Pool Tiles

SU3333 SU3366

78€/m² 66€/m²
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Sukabumi, named after a city in the West Java province of Indonesia, brings the breezes of nature to the pools 

with its attractive and rich appearance. Featuring different shades of green on its surface, Sukabumi offers 

a noble elegance with its white, beige, black and brown textures. Products that reflect a natural, aesthetic and 

refined taste give pools a high-energy and sophisticated look. Bringing a different style to pools with its natural 

form, pioneering style and aesthetic stance, Sukabumi puts its signature on unique pools.

Sophisticated green...

Sukabumi
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33x66 cmPG3366

Piazza Green-F01

Piazza Green-F02

Morro Otel
Alaçatı / İzmir

100% Porcelain Pool Tiles

PG3333 PG3366

78€/m² 66€/m²
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Making you feel the effect of green tones, which stand out with their calming and healing properties, in the 

pools, Piazza Green exhibits a real integrity with nature. The products, which successfully present the 

natural combination of green and earth tones, which symbolize freshness and rebirth, bring the freshness of 

nature to the pools. The color of earth, which is the color of returning to nature and serenity, spreads a peaceful 

and fertile energy just like the soil itself, making those who enter the pool feel better and healthier. Its green color, 

which has its roots in nature, comes together with the turquoise tones of the ocean waters and the striking yellows 

of the sun, creating a contrasting beauty in the space.

Deep green...

Piazza Green
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33x66 cmPCY3366

Piazza Cyan-F01

Piazza Cyan-F02

Villa Project
Göçbeyli / İstanbul

100% Porcelain Pool Tiles

PCY3333 PCY3366

78€/m² 66€/m²
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Bringing together natural forms and minimalist lines, Piazza Cyan integrates pools with nature with a simple 

elegance. The products that radiate freshness to pools with their lively designs, follow the traces of nature with 

their colors inspired by nature, curved lines on the surface and all their naturalness. Products that rehabilitate 

those who enter the pool not only mentally but also physically with their colors and textures, give pools a 

privileged identity with their calming, concentration-increasing and stress-relieving effects.

Cyan...

Piazza Cyan
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33x66 cmPC3366

Piazza Cobalt-F01

Piazza Cobalt-F02

L Hotel Sarıgerme
Ortaca / Muğla

100% Porcelain Pool Tiles

PC3333 PC3366

78€/m² 66€/m²
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Piazza Cobalt, in dark and deep blue tones, creates a lively, fun and colorful atmosphere with the balance it 

provides in the pools. Creating a stylish concept with its flamboyant design, Piazza Cobalt brings an energetic 

atmosphere to the pools with its dominant colors. These products, which contain the most vital colors of blue, bring 

peace and comfort to the pools by evoking freedom as they symbolize the color of the sky and the vast oceans.

Noble blue...

Piazza Cobalt
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33x66 cmPT3366

Piazza Turquoise-F01

Piazza Turquoise-F02

Villa Project
Beykoz / İstanbul

100% Porcelain Pool Tiles

PT3333 PT3366

78€/m² 66€/m²
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Turquoise, which adds joy and vitality thanks to its effect that keeps attention and concentration alive, is 

adapted to the power of nature in Piazza Turquoise, providing a magnificent harmony with the earth tone. 

Being in synergy with nature with a refreshing touch, Piazza Turquoise makes you forget the chaos of city life 

by transforming pools into retreats with earth tones that create a timeless effect. Reflecting the positive power of 

nature with the feeling of spaciousness it adds to the pools, the products add comfort and elegance to the pools 

with their natural texture.

Turquoise blue...

Piazza Turquoise
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Tropic-F01

Tropic-F06

Tropic-F11

Tropic-F16

Tropic-F02

Tropic-F07

Tropic-F12

Tropic-F17

Tropic-F03

Tropic-F08

Tropic-F13

Tropic-F18

Tropic-F04

Tropic-F09

Tropic-F14

Tropic-F19

Tropic-F05

Tropic-F10

Tropic-F15

Tropic-F20

33x33 cmTR3333

*20% price difference will be 
added in face selections.

Villa Project
Bodrum / Muğla

100% Porcelain Pool Tiles

TR3333

65€/m²
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Inspired by exotic plant patterns, Tropic invites you to an unusual pool. The designs that give life to a different 

texture in every frame offer an original and creative flooring opportunity. Bringing a new breath to pools with 

its carefully chosen colors, Tropic creates a unique pool environment with its iconic and striking motifs. Tropic 

products, which create characteristic pools with their attractive design, bring a new understanding to pools with 

their aesthetic and innovative concept. The products that transform pools into a tropical purification point with 

their dazzling natural beauty make you feel special while increasing your swimming pleasure with their healing 

and aesthetic stance.

Exotic beauty...

Tropic
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Pool Mix-F57 Pool Mix-F58 Pool Mix-F59 Pool Mix-F60

Pool Mix-F61 Pool Mix-F62 Pool Mix-F63 Pool Mix-F64 Pool Mix-F65

Pool Mix-F66 Pool Mix-F67 Pool Mix-F68

Pool Mix-F51 Pool Mix-F52 Pool Mix-F53 Pool Mix-F54 Pool Mix-F55

Pool Mix-F56

33x66 cmPM3366

BN Hotel Thermal & SPA
Akdeniz / Mersin

100% Porcelain Pool Tiles

*20% price difference will be 
added in face selections.

PM3366PM3333PM165165

75€/m² 65€/m² 55€/m²
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Reflecting the contrast harmony of colors in its most natural form, Pool Mix offers an original creativity in 

design thanks to its extraordinary lines. The products, which carry all the colors of nature from the blue of the 

sky to the brown tone of the earth, stand out with their design beyond all the pool tiles you know. The choice of 

those who desire a real change in pools with soothing coffees and blues inspired by nature, orange and yellow 

transitions that make you feel the warmth of the sun, Pool Mix combines saturated and striking colors with 

modern designs and elegant lines. Pool Mix, which is preferred in thermal pools as well as private pools, brings 

together warm and cold colors and offers a variety of flooring. Offering unique options to those who want to make 

a difference in their pools, the products provide more comfort and convenience to their users.

Magic mix...

Pool Mix
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Fossil Mix-F57 Fossil Mix-F58 Fossil Mix-F59 Fossil Mix-F60

Fossil Mix-F61 Fossil Mix-F62 Fossil Mix-F63 Fossil Mix-F64 Fossil Mix-F65

Fossil Mix-F66 Fossil Mix-F67 Fossil Mix-F68

Fossil Mix-F51 Fossil Mix-F52 Fossil Mix-F53 Fossil Mix-F54 Fossil Mix-F55

Fossil Mix-F56

33x66 cmFM3366

Villa Project
Çekmeköy / İstanbul

100% Porcelain Pool Tiles

*20% price difference will be 
added in face selections.

FM3366FM3333FM165165

75€/m² 65€/m² 55€/m²
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Inspired by the petrified, lively and lively pieces found in the rocks at the bottom of the shallow seas, Fossil 

Mix represents a nobility beyond time with the motifs used on its surface. Adding movement to the pools with 

its lines reflecting the life in the sea, Fossil Mix changes the atmosphere of the pool with its carefully selected 

natural colors. Inspiring a rich design with different flooring combinations, the products offer an extraordinary 

concept that will lead new trends in pools with their contrasting colors. The collection, which has rich pattern 

options, brings an artistic, brand new and decorative approach to pools with the use of mixing patterns. Bringing 

life to pools, Fossil Mix is   as real as nature, as fascinating as nature with its unique texture...

Marine fossils...

Fossil Mix
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33x66 cmOV3366

*There may be a tonal difference between the handle, grids and terrace antislip tiles due to the natural appearance.

 R11

Villa Project
Bodrum / Muğla

100% Porcelain Terrace Antislip Tiles

OV3366

55€/m²
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Green oasis...

Oasis Verde

Oasis Verde, which carries its natural color and texture to outdoor terrace tiles, reflects a different style and 

conveys the spacious atmosphere of dark green color to spaces in today’s increasingly longing for nature. 

Centering on naturalness, the products are starting a new trend outdoors with their deep and dark green color and 

minimalist and natural white lines. Oasis Verde, which will be the favorite of those who want to feel the original 

and mysterious atmosphere of nature on their terraces, transforms outdoor spaces into a stylish identity with the 

durability and charm of porcelain.
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33x66 cmPGG3366

 R11

*There may be a tonal difference between the handle, grids and terrace antislip tiles due to the natural appearance.

Villa Project
Çeşme / İzmir

100% Porcelain Terrace Antislip Tiles

PGG3366

55€/m²
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Bringing a simple elegance to terraces with its light/dark grey colours, Pool Garden Grey can be easily used 

outdoors with its porcelain quality and durability. The products, which adapt to the space they are used in 

with their natural appearance, create decent and prestigious spaces with their gray colors. Combining the natural 

texture of natural stone with porcelain, Pool Garden Grey brings the simplicity and cleanliness of light tones to 

your terraces.

Natural grey...

Pool Garden Grey
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33x66 cmPGA3366

 R11

*There may be a tonal difference between the handle, grids and terrace antislip tiles due to the natural appearance.

Villa Project
Çeşme / İzmir

100% Porcelain Terrace Antislip Tiles

PGA3366

55€/m²
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Noble grey...

Pool Garden Anthracite

Reflecting the heavy and impressive stance of the anthracite color to the terraces, Pool Garden Anthracite is 

the favorite of those who want to capture a noble style in spaces. Bringing an elegant look to the terraces with 

its modern and aesthetic details, Pool Garden Anthracite is ideal for those who want to create self-confident and 

remarkable spaces. You can add energy and harmony to the brave, strong and determined stance of Pool Garden 

Anthracite with the light color tiles you choose inside the pool.
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33x66 cmPGB3366

 R11

*There may be a tonal difference between the handle, grids and terrace antislip tiles due to the natural appearance.

DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel
Kemer / Antalya

100% Porcelain Terrace Antislip Tiles

PGB3366

55€/m²
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Pool Garden Beige offers plain terraces with beige colors that appear as the color of sand grains and natural 

stones in nature and turns it into a bright environment. Pool Garden Beige, which makes the terraces 

sparkle with its beige color, which is the symbol of elegance that creates intimate and spacious spaces with its 

heartwarming tones. A harmonious combination with all colors; terraces get a perfect look with Pool Garden 

Beige products.

Natural beige...

Pool Garden Beige
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33x66 cmCE3366

 R11

*There may be a tonal difference between the handle, grids and terrace antislip tiles due to the natural appearance.

100% Porcelain Terrace Antislip Tiles

CE3366

55€/m²
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Natural concrete grey...

Cement Grey

Creating a peaceful mood with its soft colors, Cement Grey reflects the natural concrete look on the terrace 

tiles. Cement Grey, designed by adopting the concept of contemporary decoration, creates calm spaces that 

meet nature with its impressive texture, and calm spaces with its colors and energy. Reflecting the natural texture 

of concrete, the products provide a great ease of use outdoors with their waterproof and antislip properties, as in 

all products. Products that add calmness to every place they are in, carry the simplicity of nature to the terraces.
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33x66 cmNM3366

 R11

*There may be a tonal difference between the handle, grids and terrace antislip tiles due to the natural appearance.

Villa Project
Fethiye / Muğla

100% Porcelain Terrace Antislip Tiles

NM3366

55€/m²
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Natural coffee...

Natural Mocha

Natural Mocha, which offers calm pattern options by using earthy colors that warm the soul, adds a luxurious 

and warm touch to outdoor spaces. Moving away from the ordinary with its soft colors and simple delicacy, 

Natural Mocha enriches the areas where it is used and turns the terraces into peaceful spaces. The purifying effect 

of warm earth tones slows the rapid flow of time, allowing you to turn to nature and naturalness, and brings a 

calm lifestyle to your feet by removing your worries. You can create wonderful combinations with these earth-

colored products, which reflect the naturalness of the environment, and with pool tiles in blue and green tones.
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33x66 cmCT3366

 R11

*There may be a tonal difference between the handle, grids and terrace antislip tiles due to the natural appearance.

Villa Project
Bodrum / Muğla

100% Porcelain Terrace Antislip Tiles

CT3366

55€/m²
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Soil texture...

Cotto

Developed with inspiration from nature’s gift, soil, Cotto adds a remarkable touch to pools. Cotto, which 

impressively reveals traditional pieces by transforming them into a contemporary and natural texture, adds a 

warm atmosphere to living spaces with its colors and brings energy and happiness to the person by reminding 

the earth in the spaces where it is used. The products, which display a natural look with their brick color, highlight 

the cheerful and positive emotions and reflect the energy they contain to the pools. Bringing the warmth and 

richness of nature to the pools, Cotto creates an eye-catching atmosphere in the areas where it is used.
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33x66 cmBS3366

 R11

*There may be a tonal difference between the handle, grids and terrace antislip tiles due to the natural appearance.

Villa Project
Seferihisar / İzmir

100% Porcelain Terrace Antislip Tiles

BS3366

55€/m²
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Natural beige stone...

Beige Stone

Reflecting a magnificent style with its creative patterns and marble texture, Beige Stone appeals to those who 

cannot give up natural lines. Adding a different dimension to terraces with its charming and aesthetic line, 

Beige Stone raises the energy of terraces with its color transitions and plain design. The unique beauty of beige, 

which is the most elegant color of nature by combining the color of earth and pure white, is also reflected in the 

products. Beige Stone outdoor terrace tiles are the primary choice of those who embrace simplicity and elegance 

as a style while embracing nature.
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33x66 cm

Villa Project
Beykoz / İstanbul

*Stair antislips are produced of all tiles in this catalog.

Antislip stair step tiles left ending part Antislip stair step tiles right ending part

Antislip stair step tiles

100% Porcelain Pool Tiles
36€/Pcs.
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Safe steps...

Stair Antislip Tiles

Stair Antislip tiles with a long life span and high safety prevent the risk of slipping and falling in and out of the 

pool with their finely thought details. Thus, stair antislips, which integrate the relaxing effect of swimming 

pools with a safe use, allow you to enter the pool with peace of mind. These antislips, which have high resistance 

to abrasion, scratching and impact with their superior strength and durability performance, also draw attention 

with their natural and aesthetic appearance.
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33x66 cm

Villa Project
Bodrum / Muğla

* Product surfaces are plain/without relief.
* Infinity antislips are produced of all tiles in this catalog.
* Different sizes from 33x66 cm can be cut.

100% Porcelain Infinity Pool

33x66

36€/Pcs.
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 The feeling of eternity…

Infinity Antislip Tiles

Specially designed for those who want to swim against the magnificent nature or sea view, Infinitive Antislip 

Tiles provide a unique view by combining the pool and the sea at a common point. Thus, the pools, which 

appear as a whole with the horizon line and draw an endless water image, gain a fascinating atmosphere thanks 

to Infinity Antislip Tiles. A magnificent pool pleasure awaits you with Infinity Antislip Tiles, which enable the 

design of infinity pools, which have become quite trendy in recent years. These antislips, which are resistant to 

high temperatures and freezing like all products, can be used safely for many years as they are produced from 

100% porcelain material.
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Premier Nergis Beach Hotel
Marmaris / Muğla

%100 Porcelain Handle

PGB2550H

BS2550H

PGG2550H

CE2550H NM2550H

PGA2550H

OV2550H

CT2550H

30x50

78€/Pcs. 70€/Pcs.

25x50 / 30x50 cm
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Porcelain Handle Corners

Handle

90° External Corner 90° Internal Corner
External Corner
Convex

Internal Corner
Concave

150€ / Ad. 150€ / Ad.
166€ / Ad. 166€ / Ad.30x50 30x30

25x50 25x25
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25x50 cm

PGB2550FH

BS2550FH

PGG2550FH

CE2550FH NM2550FH

PGA2550FH

100% Porcelain Flat Handle

OV2550FH

CT2550FH

70€/Pcs.
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Porcelain Flat Handle Corners

Flat Handle

90° External Corner 90° Internal Corner

150€/Pcs. 150€/Pcs.
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15x50 / 20x50 / 25x50 / 30x50 cm

Premier Nergis Beach Hotel
Marmaris / Muğla

100% Porcelain Flex Grid

PGB2550GF

BS2550GF

PGG2550GF

CE2550GF NM2550GF

PGA2550GF

OV2550GF

CT2550GF

156€/Pcs. 146€/Pcs. 142€/Pcs. 136€/Pcs. 
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Grid Corners
Porcelain Grid Corner Depth Marking on Porcelain Grid

136€ / Pcs.

146€ / Pcs.
142€ / Pcs.

156€ / Pcs.

20x20

30x30

15x15

25x25

146€/Pcs. 
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25x65 / 30x65 cm

PGB2565GM

BS2565GM

PGG2565GM

CE2565GM NM2565GM

PGA2565GM

Villa Project
Bodrum / Muğla

100% Porcelain Monoblock Grid

OV2565GM

CT2565GM

164€/Pcs. 130€/Pcs. 
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Porcelain Monoblock Grid Corner

Monoblock Grid

146€ / Pcs.
156€ / Pcs.30x30

25x25 146€ / Pcs.
156€ / Pcs.30x30

25x25



%100 Porselen Monoblok Hidden Izgara

25x65 / 30x65 cmMonoblok Hidden Izgara

PGB2565GHM

BS2565GHM

PGG2565GHM

CE2565GHM NM2565GHM

PGA2565GHM

OV2565GHM

CT2565GHM

25x6530x65
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Premier Nergis Beach Hotel
Marmaris / Muğla

164€/Pcs. 130€/Pcs. 



Rain Channel

12,5x25 cmEnding part

  PGGRCP PGGRCC    PGGRCEPGGRC

40€/Pcs. 49€/Pcs. 49€/Pcs. 86€/Pcs. 
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100% Porcelain Concave-Convex Pieces and Angles

OM33DB

OM33DBK

OM33DBA

OM33IB

OM33IBK

OM33IBA

OC33DB

OC33DBK

OC33DBA

OC33IB

OC33IBK

OC33IBA

PT33DB

PT33DBK

PT33DBA

PT33IB

PT33IBK

PT33IBA

MA33DB

MA33DBK

MA33DBA

MA33IB

MA33IBK

MA33IBA

PM33DB

PM33DBK

PM33DBA

PM33IB

PM33IBK

PM33IBA

Concave-Convex Pieces
4x33 cm

Villa Project
Çeşme / İzmir

19€/Pcs. 

24€/Pcs. 

31€/Pcs. 



Angles
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OM33DK MA33DK FM33DK FZ33DK SU33DK AG33DK BS33DK

4x4x33 cm

20€/Pcs. 



AS003 AS005 AS004 AS006

33x66 cm

AS011

AS008 AS010 AS007 AS009

33x66
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Villa Project
Alaçatı / İzmir

100% Porcelain Pool Tiles
150€ / m²
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You dream it, we make it happen...

Artsera

Artsera, the digital printing art applied on porcelain tiles, enables personalized designs by using the wide 

possibilities of digital photography technology. Offering the chance to place the world you imagine in the 

pools, Artsera patterns are specially designed to reflect surrealist designs on the pools and to construct pools 

with an artistic approach. Artera products, which are 100% porcelain, promise a long service life thanks to their 

resistance to climatic conditions and adverse environmental factors. Artsera offers you unique options to build 

the pool of your dreams during in-pool coating processes. With Artsera technology, you can transform living 

spaces into your own style by applying the motifs, logos and photos you want in and around the pool, indoors 

and outdoors of buildings.
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* With its different sizes, unique colors and creative 

designs, pool porcelain is elegant and pleasing to the 

eye.

* By blending nature-inspired designs with vibrant 

colors, it adds a unique touch to pools.

* Resistant to UV rays. It maintains its eye-catching 

state for many years. For this reason, it is also ideal 

for outdoor spaces such as gardens and terraces. 

* With its original designs, it adds an eye-catching 

privilege to the pools and allows aesthetic 

applications suitable for all kinds of wishes and 

needs.

* Provides the design of personalized and unique 

pools with countless products, colors and patterns.

* It offers the freedom to design the pools of their 

dreams by inspiring architects and interior designers.

* One of the most important features of Serapool Porcelain 

pool coating materials is its superior strength and durability 

performance. Thanks to these features, pool porcelains; It 

has high resistance against abrasion, scratch and impact. 

Therefore, there is no breakage or cracking in the products.

* Not affected by hot and cold temperature changes; It is 

extremely resistant to rain, snow and frost.

* Porcelain pool handles and stair treads have a long 

service life and high antislip. Thanks to its solid 

structure and antislip surface, the risk of slipping 

and falling around the pool is prevented.

* Internal and convex parts, known as edge and 

floor joints, are suitable for every pool model and 

shape. Thanks to the concave and convex parts, 

the risky situations that may occur at the pool 

sides and corners are eliminated. These pieces 

soften the sharp and pointed areas in the pool 

corners and prevent injuries.

* Thanks to its 100% porcelain structure, porcelain 

pool coating materials that prevent bacteria formation 

with its waterproof and stain-proof smooth surface are 

very hygienic. 

* Due to being pressed with high pressure, they 

do not form pores and do not contain germs on the 

surface.

* The sealing feature prevents the penetration of 

moisture into the tiles and prevents the formation of 

bacteria and dirt.

* It is extremely easy to clean.

* Resistant to high concentration chemicals used 

in the pool. Thus, it is used for many years without 

deteriorating its texture.

Safe
Serapool 
Porcelain 
pool coating
materials;

HygienicAesthetic
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Our Certificates
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 www.serapool.com

serapooltv serapoolporselen serapool-porselen serapoolserapoolporselen

Serapool Porcelain, the first manufacturer of porcelain pool covering materials in Turkey, is a global 

brand that exports to more than 90 countries in 5 continents, proving its success not only in Turkey 

but also on a world scale, with hundreds of new products, different functional solutions and dozens 

of patented designs.

Serapool Porcelain, following the traces of the “best” as a reflection of the care it shows for human 

health and its respect for nature, in order to do justice to the concepts such as quality, hygiene, trust 

and durability, is proud of bringing the world’s healthiest, most hygienic and most reliable material, 

porcelain, to pools lives.

Serapool Porcelain, which shows its power in production with its product variety and quality that 

leads the change, by reinforcing the rightful trust it has gained in the pool industry with innovative 

products, becomes indispensable for elite pools with the dynamic approach brought by this principle.

Copyright © 2021
Serapool Porselen San. ve Tic. A.Ş.

Serapool, SeraBella and Porsera brands and their logos are registered trademarks of Serapool.
Other company product and service names mentioned are registered trademarks of other 

companies. This post is only it is for the purpose of providing information. The specifications it 
contains are subject to change without notice.


